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ABSTRACT. The aim of the paper is to give an oscillation theorem for inhomoge-

neous Stieltjes integro-differential equation of the form p(t)x’+Jax(s)d=
f(t). The paper generalizes the author’s work [2].
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I. INTRODUCTION.

We are concerned here with the oscillation behaviour of the inhomogeneous

integro-differential equation

p(t) x’+Ix(s) d f(t), a,tl=[O,00[, (I)

where f’P’BVloc(I) are real-valued right-continuous functions, p(t)>O and

I/pL (I). Although there is an immense literature concerning oscillation

criteria of second order homogeneous ordinary differential equations, a little

is known about the oscillation of equation (1), even when f C(1)(I) and

is oscillatory [6]. The latter corresponds to the second order ordinary inho-

mogeneous differential equation

(p(t) x’)’ + q(t) x= g(t), tel (2)

where g=f’, q=<r’ are oscillatory functions. This case has been studied in [2].

The advantage of studying (I), instead of (2), is the flexibility to

handle ordinary linear inhomogeneous differential equations and ordinary dif-

ference equations, as well as equations of mixed type, within the frame of

a unique theory (see [3,4]).

An oscillation criterion for a special case of equation (I) (viz. f=O) is

given in [4, Theorem 4.3.5 page 83]. The theorem is an extension of the well-

known Fite-Wintener-Leighton theorem. The method used involves the integration

of the function p on the whole interval [0,[ and assumes that (t)-0 as

The method used here to study the oscillation behaviour of equation (I)

depends on an extension of a comparison theorem of Sturm’ s type due to
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Leighton [4, Theorem I. 1.0, p. 5] (see also [5]).

The main results of the paper are formulated in theorems and 2 of

section 3, which generalize theorems 3.1 and 3.2 of [2] respectively. In

section 2 a necessary background for the study, carried out in section 3, is

provided.

2. PRELIMINARIES.

In the sequel, we assume that all functions under consideration are real-

valued functions defined on the semi-open semi-infinite interval I=[O,0[. As

usual, BVloc(I) denotes the space of functions, locally of bounded variations

over and AC (I)- the space of locally absolutely continuous functions
lOC

defined on I. The functions c,f,peBV (I) are assumed to be right-continuous
loc

and, for the sake of simplicity, have a finite number of discontinuities in

every finite subinterval.

By a solution of (I) is meant a real-valued function xeAC (I) with the
loc

property that px’eBV (I) and x satisfies (I) almost everywhere (a.e.) on I.
loc

For the existence and uniqueness results for equation (I), we refer to [4,

Theorem 1.3.1, p. 265 and Theorem 1.3.2, p. 269| (see also {I]).

Let [a,b] be a compact subinterval in I. In addition to the above stated

assumptions, let p and c be continuous at the end points. Defining the qua-

dratic functional Q[u] with domain

D u" ueAC a, b puEBVI a b u a =u (b) =0
Q loc

by
b

Q[u]=f (pu’Pdt u2dc)

we prove the following

LEMMA 1. Let f be a nonincreasing (nondecreaslng) function in [a,b]. If

there exists a function uDo, not identically zero, such that Q[u]-O, then

there is no solution of (I) which is positive (negative) in ]a,b[, unless it

is a constant multiple of u.

PROOF. Suppose to the contrary that there exists a positive solution v of

(I) in ]a,b[. For all such v, we have pv’/veBV (a,b). ,Let a<(<<b. For ueD
loc O

the integral

2d ’/vpv

exists.

Now

On the other hand,

Hence

uPd (pv’/v) =c([uPd (pv’)/v-p (uv’/v) 2

=;u2 df-u2dCv ;p(uv’/v)2"

2fBpuu’v /v.Bu2d (pv’/v u2pv’/v B

2 f8 2 df/+ f v (u/v)’pu’ -udr=upv’/vI JP -ju v
(3)
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If v(a}O and v(b)O, then we can take the limit as =a+O b-O and get

Q[u]= [(u/v)’] 2- f pv2[(u/v)’]O.

The hypothesis on u implies that Q[u]=O. Since vO, we have (u/v)’=O. There-

fore u is a constant multiple of v. The latter cannot occur since u(a)=O but

v(a)O. The contradiction shows that v is not positive.

Now consider the case v(a)=v(b)=O. This implies that neither v’(a) nor

v’(b) vanish. Hence

lim
u (=)p(=)v’() (4)

a/o v() p(a)v’ a/olimUv()(-----)

provided that the latter limit exists. The hypothesis on c implles that it is

continuous in some right-nelghbourhood of a. Thus p(t)v’(t) is continuous in

such a neighbourhood. Similarly p(t) is continuous in some, posslbly dilfer-

ent, right-neighbourhood of a. Hence v’ is continuous (i.e. is an ordinary

derivative) in some right-neighbourhood ]a,a+[, >0.

In the same way it can be shown that u’ is an ordinary derivative in

]a,a+[, >0. Thus in ]a,a+D[,

[u2(t)] ’= 2u(t)u’(t).

Since u,vAC [a,b], we may apply L’Hopital’s rule to the limit in the right

hand side of (4) to obtain

2
u (t) 2u()u’()

lim lim O.
=o+o v(=) =a+o v’(=)

Similarly it can be shown that

2 ()p (8)v’ ()
^lim

u
O.

b-O v()

Lettlng =a+O and b-O In (3), we obtaln Q[u]O and thus derlve a contradic-

tion, unless v=cu.

In the mixed case when one of v(a) or v(b) is zero, while the other is

not, it is clear from the foregoing proof that Q[u]O stili holds. This com-

pletes the proof.

In addition to the quadratic functional Q[u] we define the quadratic

functional [u] on the domain

=(u:uAC[a,b], u’BV[a,b], u(a)=u(b)=O}
Q

by
b

U =[ U’ 2-u2dp

which is associated with the homogeneous Stieltjes integro-differential equa-

tion

p(t)w’/ w(s)dv(s)=c (5)

where ,vBVloe(I) are reaI-valued right-continuous functions, (t)O on

with 1/L (I) and c is a real constant.

Defining

V[u]=([u]-Q[u],
we have the following
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LEMMA 2. Let the conditions of the above lemma be satisfied. If there

exists a nontrivial solution ueD of (3) such that V[u]->O, then there is no

solution of (I) which is positive (negative) in ]a,b[, unless it is a constant

multiple of u.

PROOF. Let u be a solution of (3) that satisfies u(a)=u(b)=O. Then

b b b

Hence [u]=O. Therefore V[u]>-O implies that Q[u]-<O. Now the lemma follows from

lemma I.

3. AN OSCILLATION CRITERION.

In this section we state and prove the main theorem of the paper on the

oscillation of the inhomogeneous Stielt3es integro-differential equation (I).

THEOREM I. Let there exist two positive increasing divergent sequences

{a+}, {a-} and two sequences of positive numbers {c+}, {c-} such that

t (t-a} t
a

/sin (t-a-’) [dr(t)-c dr] - 0 (6)

for every ni. Assue that the function f is nondecreasing in [a/,a///c*]
./-j_ + a++/Vc+-and nonincreasing in [a-,a-+/, and , p are continuous at a-,

for every ne. Then equation (1) is oscillatory.

PROOF. If we suppose, to the contrary, that (I) has an eventually posi-

tive solution, then there exists n 4 such that y(t)>O Vtmn and f is nonin-o o

creasing in the intervals [a-,a-+//c Vnmn
0

Consider the linear homogeneous differential equation

x"(t) + c-x(t)=O, t[a-,a-+ /c-V/---], nzn
0

This equation has the solution u(t}=sin{v/c(t-a}, which has two consecutive

zeros at t=a- and at t=a-+/c-. Therefore by lemma 2 y cannot be positive in

cases

lead to a contradiction.

Next, suppose that the solution is eventually negative. We use the fact

that f is nondecreasing in [a ,a // and y<O for aiI n greater than or

equai to some n to get the desired contradiction.

In the case of unforced equations, i.e. f;O, we have the following theo-

rem, which is a speciai case of Theorem 1.

THEOREM 2. If there exists an Increasing divergent sequence of positive

numbers {a and a sequence of positive numbers tct such that

F
J

c [1-p{t)] {t- a tV

+ sin2{Vn(t- an)}[dc(t)-cndt ]1 -> O.
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then the equation

p(t) x’+l x(s) d O, a,tl=[O,[,

is oscillatory.

REMARK. Setting f, C(I)(I) (t)=[q(s)ds, qL (I) and ’=g, theorems
loc

o
and 2 stated above are reduced immediately to theorems 3. and 3.2 of [2]

cotrespond ing ly.

EXAMPLE. Let a]-m,m[ and let b, c[O,m[ such that a+b-1. Define on

[/2, m[ a function f as follows. For t[(n-I/2),, (n+/2)[, n we set

tc[t-(n-I/)=], if n is odd,f(t)=
tC[(n-lz)-t] if n is even.

Let (t)=at+b sin 2t. Then, the inhomogeneous integro-differential equation

x’+_x(s) de f(t),

is oscillatory.

PROOF. Setting p(t)ml, c-=I, a/=(2n-/) and a-(2n-3/)= in (6), we get

/

V-= (a+b- )/2zO.

Noting that f is right-continuous and increasing in the interval [a/,a/+[ and

decreasing in [a ,a +=[, and applying Theorem I, we get the required.

It is remarkable that, results of [2] cannot be applied to this example.

This is due to the fact that f is not continuous. Also, as a special case, if

a=-I and ba2 or a=O and hal, we see that lim (t)=-m in the first case and lim

(t) does not exist in the second case as t->. Therefore, the criterion of [3]

cannot be applied here either.
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